

   Fifth Circuit 9½" page length brief format.
 
Sh'rra Pndersdautter
     Spacer

Public Appearance

	The first person you see is Sh'rra Pndersdautter, a small woman of striking physical beauty.  
She has fine, pale, blue-gray skin and long pale gray-blond hair with black eyes.  Sh'rra appears lithe, 
quick, strong and unblemished with extremely fine, smooth skin and no softening adipose tissue in 
spite of a relatively full figure. 

	Sh'rra is human, with fine features, high cheekbones and thick hair.  She is dressed in what 
the news reports from Houston would indicate to be a typical black and gray spacer's jumpsuit.  She 
carries an elaborate pale white flute the color of fine china, plastic or bone and a spacer's duffel bag. 

	Sh'rra does not look like the tall green-brown skinned and black haired spacers who landed 
at what is now the Houston space port during the lost weeks, but is dressed in similar fashion and 
has the same smooth glide to her walk.  (1) 

Private Data

	Sh'rra Pndersdautter, is from an earlier culture than the spacers who have burst on the scene.  
Within that culture she would have been remarkable in appearance, both for her physical beauty and 
for her coloration and small size.  

	She is friendly, cheerful and confident.  Imagine a very social person at a good point in their 
life.

Characteristics               

STR  12   
CON  17 + 40 (flute)
SIZ   7
INT  13        
POW  22
DEX  19        
CHA  **
APP  27 + 22 (gift)
EDU  27                       
SAN  94   luck 3 + 6 (no patron at present)
Hit Points 19

	Sh'rra is an intelligent genetically created human sub-species member.  In her culture, such 
persons were commodities (i.e. slaves) and distinguished by coloration.  CON/4 times per day she 
may exude pheromes that cause "uncontrollable" sexual urges (APP + POW vs. INT + CON attack), 
rage (CON x 2 vs INT), fear (CON x 2 vs POW) or hunger (CON x 2 vs STR + CON) in all others 
within 3-10 meters (depending on the stillness of the air).  
	She was genetically engineered by the Natha Builders from mutated human stock and was 
found aboard a Builder ram-ship in slaver stasis by a later civilization of the successor builders.  The 
ship she was in had been severely damaged by nuclear weapons and only three passengers survived.  


	After her rescue she had a series of adventures as the servant of her Natha builder mistress 
who had also survived.  Eventually the two parted when the mistress overplayed her hand one time 
too many in local politics.   
	Sh'rra ended up on the side of the airlock with air in it.  The mistress had the experience of 
attempting to learn to breath vacuum.  In true Natha style, the mistress remained inflexible and 
failed.

	By training an assassin/spy, Sh'rra has been a spacer for the last 40+ years, earning a living 
and escaping her past.  Most of her life has been very hard as many of the H' builders are as abusive 
as any known human culture.  

	As the result of the best luck she has ever had Sh'rra has an assassin's laser, log-books and 
a small spaceship.  The ship is made from a silicon matrix crystal that is self-healing and relatively 
indestructible.  It dates to the time of the Natha builders and was preserved by providence.  Access 
to the spaceship is by teleportal which she keeps in her suite on the fifth floor of Hardeman Hotel.  


	When not in a social setting, Sh'rra is quiet, reticent and relatively conservative in dress and 
action.  She is extremely close about her past, even under drugs or truth probes (under a truth probe 
or drugs, roll INT of questioner against her CON + POW for questions to elicit lucid answers).  

	Sh'rra has complete control over her instinctive biological drives  and usually leaves them 
at a zero level (add POW to INT in resisting seduction, hunger and other rolls.  Thus she is POW + 
INT vs CHA when someone attempts a seduction).  She abhors loss of self control, wanton violence, 
slavery of any kind and raw or red meats.

	The bone flute she carries is a chaos shaping tool.  It allows her to cast illusions with her 
pheromes (usable whenever pheromes are used), summon 1d6 100 point chaos spirits (demons of 
combat) (for single use commands or combats, once per lunar month, dark of the moon only) and 
project offensive sonic/kinetic energy every third strike rank.

	The flute will disintegrate if taken out of her presence for any significant period of time and 
will then reform near her.

	Sh'rra found the flute in a Shanallin Precursor ruin and gained complete control of it over 
a period of forty years.  It is now allied to her.  She often plays it for meditation and consultation.

Demon Flute

STR  20   2d6 attack, 3,000 meter range, line of sight limit.
INT  25   +25 to pherome attacks when played, summon demons
POW  40   during dark of the moon, use flutes pow to bind.
CON  40   Adds 40 to con of owner.  may strike for 1d6 in melee.
          Also consults and advises with INT 25.

Languages:

Builder N at   95%
Builder H at   85%
English at     65%
Russian at     75%
Shanallin at   65%

Skills:

Flute         105%
Socialize      95% Musicianship   95%
Perform        95%
ComputerSci    85%

Unarmed Combat 75%
Laser          75%
Debate         70%
Hide           70%
Atheletics     65%

Bargain        56%
Fine Arts      55%
Pilot          45%
Sneak          40%
Navigate       35%

First Aid      20%
Anthropology   10%
Fast Talk      10%
Climb          10%

Possessions:

	Barebones live silicon crystal hull spacecraft, (no operational fuel)(requires purified 
tritium/deuterium blend fuels), two teleportal disks (one in ship), spacer's duffel bag, two jump suits 
(each 3pt armor), 3 supportive bodysuits, electronic lock-pick set, personal ring computer (~to a 
CP/M bank switching 640K RAM, 1056K ROM, 20Meg HD at 12mhz)(clunky & slow, but very tiny 
and runs forever in spite of EMP, power use or anything else).  

	Her personal computer will serve as an interface to the ship and uses a direct neural interface.  
Sh'rra keeps the the ship in a Trojan orbit around the Earth

	In her room Sh'rra has a laser disguised (and usable as) a flashlight with about 6 uses of power (18d6 per use) and a plastic 25 ca. automatic with three six round clips.  Her small assassin's 
kit has wire, simple tools, six doses of contact poison and her log books.  Sh'rra removes any of these 
from her room only when she has a definite use in mind. 

	She also has a basic first aid kit, $12,000.00 on her debit card, a 10 year lease on her 
Hardeman Hotel fifth floor suite and enough anagathics to last her another 75 years.  

	She is very conservative and cautious about her possessions and cash assets.  There is no 
crisis that she does not expect to be able to outlive.

Play notes:

	Sh'rra could easily anglicize her name to Sharri or Sherry.  With Orobronze, skin lotion and 
hair coloring she could be anywhere from a light tan to a deep mahogany in skin color and anywhere 
from pale blond to black in hair color.  

	Sh'rra is fresh from her ship and newly arrived at the hotel along with everyone else.  Her 
knowledge of Earth is limited to six months of television and radio broadcasts she eavesdropped on 
and some database entries concerning the early 20th century.

	The player should take it slow and cautiously at first, feeling free to have the character ask 
for advice, but not necessarily follow any of it.

